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AUTO INSURANCE
SECTION 2

In 2018, auto insurance, which is required by law in every Canadian 

province and territory, accounted for approximately half the 

insurance business written by P&C insurers.

There are about 111 private P&C insurance companies competing 

for auto insurance business in Canada. In addition to these 

private insurers, government-owned insurers in British Columbia, 

Saskatchewan, Manitoba and Quebec generally provide the 

mandatory component of auto insurance in those provinces, in 

addition to some optional coverages.

In the event of an automobile collision, auto 
insurance covers the owner of the vehicle, the driver 
operating the vehicle with the owner’s consent, 
passengers, pedestrians and property.

MANDATORY INSURANCE

OPTIONAL INSURANCE

“NO FAULT”  INSURANCE
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AUTO INSURANCE
SECTION 2

MANDATORY INSURANCE
There are three kinds of mandatory coverage:

Accident benefits (AB) coverage helps people recover from 

injuries sustained in a collision. It pays for medical care, 

rehabilitation, income replacement and other applicable 

benefits to aid the recovery of collision victims, including 

drivers, passengers and pedestrians. In the case of a death, 

this coverage also provides funeral expenses and survivor 

benefits. This insurance is mandatory in all provinces 

except Newfoundland and Labrador. In some provinces, it 

is referred to as “Section B” benefits.

Accident benefits are paid on a no-fault basis. This means 

that the benefits are available to anyone injured in a vehicle 

collision regardless of whether he or she was “at fault” for 

the collision. See details under the “No Fault Insurance” 

heading in this section.

Third-party liability (TPL) coverage protects the insured 

driver and/or owner of the vehicle if the motor vehicle 

injures or kills someone or damages someone’s property 

through the fault of the driver. TPL is required by law in all 

provinces. Within TPL coverage, most provinces operate 

a direct compensation property damage (DCPD) vehicle 

damage framework, whereby a driver works with his or her 

own insurer to repair his or her vehicle and other damaged 

property inside the vehicle instead of recovering damages 

from the at-fault driver. DCPD is in place in Ontario, Quebec, 

New Brunswick, Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island.

Uninsured auto coverage protects an insured person if he 

or she is injured through the fault of a driver who does not 

have auto insurance or is unidentified.

OPTIONAL INSURANCE
Collision and comprehensive insurance are optional in all 

provinces except Saskatchewan and Manitoba, where both 

are mandatory.

Collision coverage pays for the cost of repairing or 

replacing a vehicle following a collision with another 

vehicle or object, such as a tree, house, guardrail or 

pothole. Comprehensive coverage pays for repairs to or 

replacement of a vehicle for damage caused by something 

other than a collision; for example, fire, theft, vandalism 

or wind.

“NO-FAULT” INSURANCE
The concept of “no-fault” insurance developed over time as a 

way to reduce the legal and administrative costs associated with 

having to prove fault in a vehicle collision. 

Before no-fault, insurers required those involved in a collision 

to establish which driver was at fault. The insurer of the at-fault 

driver would be responsible for covering the losses resulting 

from injuries arising from the incident that were suffered by 

those who were not at fault. This process was lengthy and 

required expensive investigation and often litigation. 

In a pure no-fault car insurance system, if a person is injured or 

his or her car is damaged in a collision, the person deals directly 

with his or her own insurance company, regardless of who is at 

fault. 

In most provinces and territories, the person who did not cause 

the collision has the right to sue the at-fault driver for damages. 

In some provinces, however, the person who did not cause 

the collision has the right to sue the at-fault driver for pain and 

suffering damages only if his or her injuries meet a prescribed 

threshold. 

Every province offers some degree of no-fault insurance. Two 

provinces – Manitoba and Quebec – have pure no-fault systems, 

with no right to sue respecting bodily injury or death. Other 

provinces use a mix of no-fault and tort-based systems. Some 

specify accident benefits limits and the right to sue for additional 

compensation under certain specified situations, such as when 

injuries are determined to be permanent and serious.

Every province and territory offers some 
degree of no-fault insurance.
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AUTO INSURANCE
SECTION 2

What’s mandatory where
Auto insurance falls within provincial jurisdiction and the 

rules are slightly different in each province. The following 

charts compare provincial regulations and have been 

abbreviated for space and edited for consistency and clarity.

This information is for educational purposes only; IBC 

recommends consulting a qualified professional for further 

assistance.

A note about terminology: Some provincial acts refer 

to “spouse” and some to “spouse/partner,” which have 

different definitions. Some provinces use the term “unpaid 

housekeeper,” which is called “homemaker” or “non-earner 

benefit” in other provinces. “Head of household” is usually 

defined as the spouse or partner with the larger income 

in the previous 12 months. For the full legal terminology, 

see the links in the Sources section at the end of each 

provincial chart.
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AUTO INSURANCE

British Columbia

SECTION 2

as of April 1, 2019

MANDATORY MINIMUM THIRD-PARTY LIABILITY: 
$200,000 available for any one accident; however, if a claim 

involving both bodily injury and property damage reaches 

this figure, payment for property damage will be capped 

at $20,000.

DIRECT COMPENSATION PROPERTY
DAMAGE REQUIRED? 
Not applicable.

MEDICAL PAYMENTS: 
Up to $300,000/person (as of January 1, 2018).

FUNERAL EXPENSE BENEFITS: 
Up to $7,500

DISABILITY INCOME BENEFITS:
Up to $740 per week; homemaker up to $280 per week. 

DEATH BENEFITS:
Up to $30,000 to spouse and up to $6,000 to each 

dependent child.

IMPAIRMENT BENEFITS:
Not applicable.

RIGHT TO SUE FOR PAIN AND SUFFERING? 
Yes. If injury is deemed “minor” under provincial 

legislation, maximum award is $5,500.

RIGHT TO SUE FOR ECONOMIC LOSS IN
EXCESS OF NO-FAULT BENEFITS? 
Yes.

ADMINISTRATION:
Government (limited competition between government 

and private insurers for optional and additional coverage).

Sources: ICBC summary of changes in effect as of April 1, 2019,
https://www.icbc.com/about-icbc/changing-auto-insurance-BC/Pages/focus-on-care-not-legal-costs.aspx; 

B.C. Reg. 233/2018, Minor Injury Regulation, http://www.bclaws.ca/civix/document/id/complete/statreg/234_2018

B.C. Regulation 234/2018, effective April 1, 2019,
http://www.bclaws.ca/civix/document/id/bcgaz2/bcgaz2/v61n23_234-2018

Comparison of mandatory private passenger auto insurance coverage by province 

Quebec nwt pei yukonalberta nun

sask newf ont nb mbbc ns
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AUTO INSURANCE

Alberta

SECTION 2

as of January 1, 2019

MANDATORY MINIMUM THIRD-PARTY LIABILITY: 
$200,000 is available for any one accident; however, if a 
claim involving both bodily injury and property damage 
reaches this figure, payment for property damage will be 

capped at $10,000.

DIRECT COMPENSATION PROPERTY
DAMAGE REQUIRED? 
Not applicable.

MEDICAL PAYMENTS: 
Up to $50,000/person.

FUNERAL EXPENSE BENEFITS: 
$5,000

DISABILITY INCOME BENEFITS:
80% of gross weekly wages to maximum $400/week; up to 
104 weeks for total disability; nothing payable for the first 
seven days of disability; non-earner benefit (unemployed 

person 18 years or older) $135/week, up to 26 weeks.

DEATH BENEFITS:
Death of head of household $10,000, plus 20% ($2,000) for 
each dependent survivor after first, plus additional $15,000 for 
first survivor and $4,000 for each remaining survivor; death of 
spouse/adult interdependent partner of head of household 
$10,000; death of dependent relative, according to age, 
maximum $3,000; grief counselling up to $400 per family with 
respect to death of any one person.

IMPAIRMENT BENEFITS:
Not applicable.

RIGHT TO SUE FOR PAIN AND SUFFERING? 
Yes. If injury is deemed “minor” under provincial 

legislation, maximum award is $5,202.

RIGHT TO SUE FOR ECONOMIC LOSS IN
EXCESS OF NO-FAULT BENEFITS? 
Yes.

ADMINISTRATION:
Private insurers.

Sources: Automobile Accident Insurance Benefits Regulation,
http://www.qp.alberta.ca/1266.cfm?page=1972_352.cfm&leg_type=Regs&isbncln=9780779790166

Alberta Standard Automobile Policy, S.P.F. No. 1, https://open.alberta.ca/dataset/2df20e09-0659-474b-a97a-
058a81fd1b7c/resource/71e57803-eb7c-41fd-9eb6-e92397f60ac0/download/insurance-spf1-standard-automobile-
policy-2013.pdf;

Alberta Superintendent of Insurance Bulletin 10-2018, https://open.alberta.ca/dataset/80b795f6-c781-4268-9da2-
f21e1d3cc338/resource/21f19da8-8b06-4f1b-ac87-00097855c937/download/superintendent-of-insurance-2018-10-
bulletin.pdf

Quebec nwt pei yukonalberta nun

sask newf ont nb mbbc ns
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AUTO INSURANCE

Saskatchewan

SECTION 2

as of January 1, 2019

MANDATORY MINIMUM THIRD-PARTY LIABILITY: 
$200,000 is available for any one accident; however, if a 
claim involving both bodily injury and property damage 
reaches this figure, payment for property damage will be 

capped at $10,000.

DIRECT COMPENSATION PROPERTY
DAMAGE REQUIRED? 
Not applicable.

If no-fault option selected:
MEDICAL PAYMENTS: 
Up to $7,074,623/person.

FUNERAL EXPENSE BENEFITS: 
$10,610

DISABILITY INCOME BENEFITS:
90% of net wages based on gross annual income of 
maximum $97,530/year; nothing payable for the first seven 

days of disability unless catastrophically injured.

DEATH BENEFITS:
45% of deceased’s net income benefit to spouse; 5% of 
deceased’s net income to each dependent child; if no spouse, 
$16,218 to each surviving parent or child (21 years or older), to 
maximum $72,985; death of dependent child $32,437.

IMPAIRMENT BENEFITS:
Up to $202,735/person for non-catastrophic injury, up to 

$247,612 for catastrophic injury.

RIGHT TO SUE FOR PAIN AND SUFFERING? 
No.

RIGHT TO SUE FOR ECONOMIC LOSS IN
EXCESS OF NO-FAULT BENEFITS? 
Yes.

ADMINISTRATION:
Government (government and private insurers compete for optional and additional coverage).

Sources: SGI Basic Auto Injury Insurance, https://www.sgi.sk.ca/basic-auto-injury-insurance;  

Your Guide to No Fault Coverage, 2019, https://www.sgi.sk.ca/documents/625510/626987/guide_nofault.pdf/58fc8fc0-1e37-4be5-948a-1868c8a5d153;

Your Guide to Tort Coverage, 2019, https://www.sgi.sk.ca/documents/625510/626987/guide_tort.pdf/93ba9131-aae6-4397-8635-583e0c928289;

No Fault Injury Coverage Manual, https://www.sgi.sk.ca/no-fault-injury-coverage-manual

If tort option selected:
MEDICAL PAYMENTS: 
Up to $27,688/person for non-catastrophic injury, up to 

$207,659 for catastrophic injury.

FUNERAL EXPENSE BENEFITS: 
$6,922

DISABILITY INCOME BENEFITS:
Up to two years; $442/week for total disability (lifetime 
if unable to return to any job); $221/week for partial 

disability; maximum $22,984/year.

DEATH BENEFITS:
45% of deceased’s net income; 5% of calculated death 
benefits to each dependent child; if no spouse or 
dependant, estate receives up to $13,844.

IMPAIRMENT BENEFITS:
Up to $13,480/person for non-catastrophic injury, up to 

$179,971 for catastrophic injury.

RIGHT TO SUE FOR PAIN AND SUFFERING? 
Yes, subject to deductible of $5,000.

RIGHT TO SUE FOR ECONOMIC LOSS IN
EXCESS OF NO-FAULT BENEFITS? 
Yes.

Quebec nwt pei yukonalberta nun

sask newf ont nb mbbc ns
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AUTO INSURANCE

Manitoba

SECTION 2

as of March 1, 2019

MANDATORY MINIMUM THIRD-PARTY LIABILITY: 
$200,000 is available for any one accident; however, if a 
claim involving both bodily injury and property damage 
reaches this figure, payment for property damage will be 
capped at $20,000.

DIRECT COMPENSATION PROPERTY
DAMAGE REQUIRED? 
Not applicable.

MEDICAL PAYMENTS: 
No time or amount limit.

FUNERAL EXPENSE BENEFITS: 
$8,758 (maximum)

DISABILITY INCOME BENEFITS:
90% of net wages based on gross annual income of 
maximum $98,500/year; nothing is payable for the first 

seven days of disability.

DEATH BENEFITS:
Death any time after injury; benefits for partners depend on 
wage and age of deceased, minimum $64,260; benefits for 
dependent children depend on their age and range from 
$30,522 to $56,228; disabled dependants receive an additional 
$28,113; non-dependent children or parents receive $14,310.

IMPAIRMENT BENEFITS:
Minimum $802/week to maximum $160,647 for non-

catastrophic injury; maximum $253,664 for catastrophic 

injury (includes indemnity for non-catastrophic injury of 

$160,647).

RIGHT TO SUE FOR PAIN AND SUFFERING? 
No.

RIGHT TO SUE FOR ECONOMIC LOSS IN
EXCESS OF NO-FAULT BENEFITS? 
No.

ADMINISTRATION:
Government.

Sources: Guide to Autopac, https://www.mpi.mb.ca/en/PDFs/PolicyGuide2019.pdf; 

Personal Injury Protection Plan (PIPP) Benefits, http://www.mpi.mb.ca/en/PDFs/PIPPBenefits.pdf;

Services and Support Guide for Fatality Claims, https://www.mpi.mb.ca/en/PDFs/SupportGuideFatalityClaims.pdf

Quebec nwt pei yukonalberta nun

sask newf ont nb mbbc ns
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AUTO INSURANCE

Ontario

SECTION 2

as of January 1, 2019

MANDATORY MINIMUM THIRD-PARTY LIABILITY: 
$200,000 is available for any one accident; however, if a 
claim involving both bodily injury and property damage 
reaches this figure, payment for property damage will be 

capped at $10,000.

DIRECT COMPENSATION PROPERTY
DAMAGE REQUIRED? 
Yes.

MEDICAL PAYMENTS: 
Up to $3,500 for minor injury; up to $65,000/person for 

non-minor, non-catastrophic injury for up to five years; up 

to $1 million for catastrophic injury.

FUNERAL EXPENSE BENEFITS: 
$6,000 (if optional indexation coverage is purchased, this 

amount may be higher).

DISABILITY INCOME BENEFITS:
Income replacement benefit: 70% of gross wages to 
maximum $400/week, minimum $185/week for 104 
weeks (longer if victim is unable to pursue any suitable 
occupation); nothing is payable for the first seven days of 
disability.

Non-earner benefit (disabled unemployed persons, 
students enrolled in education full time, or students who 
completed their education less than one year before the 
accident and are not employed): $185/week for 104 weeks; 
four-week wait; limit two years. Not available if the insured is 
eligible for, and elects to receive, the income replacement 
or caregiver benefit.

DEATH BENEFITS:
Death within 180 days of accident (or three years if 
continuously disabled prior to death); $25,000 minimum to 
spouse, $10,000 to each surviving dependant, $10,000 to 
each parent/guardian (if optional indexation coverage is 
purchased, these amounts may be higher).

IMPAIRMENT BENEFITS:
Not applicable.

RIGHT TO SUE FOR PAIN AND SUFFERING? 
Yes, if injury meets severity test (called “threshold”), and 

subject to deductible. Lawsuit allowed only if injured person 

dies or sustains permanent and serious disfigurement 

and/or impairment of important physical, mental or 

psychological function. The court assesses damages and 

deducts $38,819 ($19,409 for a Family Law Act claim).

RIGHT TO SUE FOR ECONOMIC LOSS IN
EXCESS OF NO-FAULT BENEFITS? 
Yes. Income replacement award above no-fault benefit 

is based on net income after deductions for income tax, 

Canada Pension and Employment Insurance. Injured 

person may sue for 70% of net income loss before trial, 

100% of gross after trial; also for medical, rehabilitation and 

related costs when injury meets severity test for pain and 

suffering claims.

ADMINISTRATION:
Private insurers.

Sources: Ontario Automobile Policy,
http://www.fsco.gov.on.ca/en/auto/forms/Documents/OAP-1-Application-and-Endorsement-Forms/1215E.3.pdf;

Statutory Accident Benefits Schedule (SABS), Insurance Act, O. Reg. 34/10,
https://www.canlii.org/en/on/laws/regu/o-reg-34-10/latest/o-reg-34-10.html 

Financial Services Commission of Ontario: Auto Bulletins,
http://www.fsco.gov.on.ca/en/auto/autobulletins/Pages/default.aspx

Quebec nwt pei yukonalberta nun

sask newf ont nb mbbc ns
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AUTO INSURANCE

Quebec

SECTION 2

as of January 1, 2019

PRIVATE INSURANCE
MANDATORY MINIMUM THIRD-PARTY LIABILITY: 
$50,000 is available for any one accident; liability limits 
relate to property damage claims within Quebec and 
to personal injury and property damage claims outside 
Quebec.

DIRECT COMPENSATION PROPERTY
DAMAGE REQUIRED? 
Yes.

PUBLIC INSURANCE
MEDICAL PAYMENTS: 
No time or amount limit.

FUNERAL EXPENSE BENEFITS: 
$5,377

DISABILITY INCOME BENEFITS:
90% of net wages based on gross annual income of 
maximum $76,500/year; nothing is payable for the first 

seven days of disability; indexed.

DEATH BENEFITS:
Death any time after accident; benefits depend on gross 
annual income multiplied by a factor between one and five, 
depending on age of victim; benefits for spouse range from 
$71,752 to $382,500; benefits for dependent children depend 
on their age and range from $34,080 to $62,785; if there is 
no surviving spouse/dependant, parents or estate receive 
$57,510.

IMPAIRMENT BENEFITS:
Up to $251,603.

RIGHT TO SUE FOR PAIN AND SUFFERING? 
No.

RIGHT TO SUE FOR ECONOMIC LOSS IN
EXCESS OF NO-FAULT BENEFITS? 
No.

ADMINISTRATION:
Bodily injury: government.

Property damage: private insurers.

Sources: Québec’s Public Automobile Insurance Plan,
https://saaq.gouv.qc.ca/en/traffic-accident/public-automobile-insurance-plan;

Quebec Auto Insurance Policy Form Q.P.F. No.1, March 1, 2014, 
https://lautorite.qc.ca/fileadmin/lautorite/formulaires/professionnels/assureurs/automobile/qpf_1.pdf

The Insurance Policy for all Quebecers,
https://saaq.gouv.qc.ca/fileadmin/documents/publications/automobile-insurance-policy-quebec.pdf;

Compensation Table for 2019, https://saaq.gouv.qc.ca/fileadmin/documents/publications/death-benefits-table.pdf

Quebec nwt pei yukonalberta nun

sask newf ont nb mbbc ns
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AUTO INSURANCE

New Brunswick

SECTION 2

as of January 1, 2019

MANDATORY MINIMUM THIRD-PARTY LIABILITY: 
$200,000 is available for any one accident; however, if a 
claim involving both bodily injury and property damage 
reaches this figure, payment for property damage will be 

capped at $20,000.

DIRECT COMPENSATION PROPERTY
DAMAGE REQUIRED? 
Yes.

MEDICAL PAYMENTS: 
Up to $50,000/person; four-year time limit.

FUNERAL EXPENSE BENEFITS: 
$2,500

DISABILITY INCOME BENEFITS:
Maximum $250/week; 104 weeks for partial disability, 
lifetime for total disability; must be disabled for at least 
seven days to qualify; unpaid housekeeper $100/week, 

maximum 52 weeks.

DEATH BENEFITS:
Death within 180 days (or two years if continuously disabled 
prior to death); death of head of household $50,000, plus 
$1,000 to each dependent survivor after first; death of spouse/
partner $25,000; death of dependant $5,000.

IMPAIRMENT BENEFITS:
Not applicable.

RIGHT TO SUE FOR PAIN AND SUFFERING? 
Yes. If injury is deemed “minor” under provincial legislation, 

maximum award is $8,167.

RIGHT TO SUE FOR ECONOMIC LOSS IN
EXCESS OF NO-FAULT BENEFITS? 
Yes.

ADMINISTRATION:
Private insurers.

Sources: New Brunswick Standard Owner’s Policy N.B.P.F. No.1, effective December 18, 2018,
https://www2.gnb.ca/content/dam/gnb/Departments/ag-pg/PDF/Gazette/2019/rg20190109.pdf;

Injury Regulation, NB Reg 2003-20, 
https://www.canlii.org/en/nb/laws/regu/nb-reg-2003-20/106597/nb-reg-2003-20.html

Financial and Consumer Services Commission: Notice Re: Annual Indexation, 
http://0104.nccdn.net/1_5/0a3/3e6/00e/January-2019-Annual-Indexation-Notice.pdf

Financial and Consumer Services Commission: Automobile Insurance, http://fcnb.ca/automobile-insurance.html

Quebec nwt pei yukonalberta nun

sask newf ont nb mbbc ns
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AUTO INSURANCE

Nova Scotia

SECTION 2

as of January 1, 2019

MANDATORY MINIMUM THIRD-PARTY LIABILITY: 
$500,000 is available for any one accident.

DIRECT COMPENSATION PROPERTY
DAMAGE REQUIRED? 
Yes.

MEDICAL PAYMENTS: 
Up to $50,000/person; four-year time limit.

FUNERAL EXPENSE BENEFITS: 
$2,500

DISABILITY INCOME BENEFITS:
Maximum $250/week; 104 weeks for partial disability; 
lifetime for total disability; must be disabled for at least 
seven days to qualify; unpaid housekeeper $100/week, 

maximum 52 weeks.

DEATH BENEFITS:
Death within 180 days after accident (or two years if 
continuously disabled prior to death); death of head of 
household $25,000, plus $1,000 to each dependent survivor 
after first; death of spouse/partner $25,000; death of 
dependant $5,000.

IMPAIRMENT BENEFITS:
Not applicable.

RIGHT TO SUE FOR PAIN AND SUFFERING? 
Yes. If injury is deemed “minor” under provincial legislation, 

maximum award is $8,768.

RIGHT TO SUE FOR ECONOMIC LOSS IN
EXCESS OF NO-FAULT BENEFITS? 
Yes.

ADMINISTRATION:
Private insurers.

Sources: NSPF No.1 Automobile Policy (owner’s form) for Nova Scotia, December 18, 2018,
https://www.novascotia.ca/finance/site-finance/media/finance/insurance/NSPF_no1_Standard_Automobile_Policy.pdf; 

Automobile Insurance Contract Mandatory Conditions Regulations,
http://www.novascotia.ca/just/regulations/regs/imandcon.htm;

Office of the Superintendent of Insurance Bulletin: Minor Injury Cap,
https://novascotia.ca/finance/site-finance/media/finance/insurance/Auto_Cap_Bulletin_2019.pdf

Quebec nwt pei yukonalberta nun

sask newf ont nb mbbc ns
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AUTO INSURANCE

Prince Edward Island

SECTION 2

as of January 1, 2019

MANDATORY MINIMUM THIRD-PARTY LIABILITY: 
$200,000 is available for any one accident; however, if a 
claim involving both bodily injury and property damage 
reaches this figure, payment for property damage will be 

capped at $10,000.

DIRECT COMPENSATION PROPERTY
DAMAGE REQUIRED? 
Yes.

MEDICAL PAYMENTS: 
Up to $50,000/person; four-year time limit.

FUNERAL EXPENSE BENEFITS: 
$2,500

DISABILITY INCOME BENEFITS:
Maximum $250/week; 104 weeks for partial disability; 
lifetime for total disability; must be disabled for at least 
seven days to qualify; unpaid housekeeper $100/week, 

maximum 52 weeks.

DEATH BENEFITS:
Death within 180 days after accident (or two years if 
continuously disabled prior to death); death of head of 
household $50,000, plus $1,000 to each dependent survivor 
after first; death of spouse of head of household $25,000; 
death of dependant $5,000.

IMPAIRMENT BENEFITS:
Not applicable.

RIGHT TO SUE FOR PAIN AND SUFFERING? 
Yes. If injury is deemed “minor” under provincial

regulation, maximum award is $7,858.

RIGHT TO SUE FOR ECONOMIC LOSS IN
EXCESS OF NO-FAULT BENEFITS? 
Yes.

ADMINISTRATION:
Private insurers.

Quebec nwt pei yukonalberta nun

sask newf ont nb mbbc ns

Sources: Insurance Act, RSPEI 1988, c I-4, https://www.princeedwardisland.ca/sites/default/files/legislation/I-04-Insurance%20Act.pdf;

S.P.F. No.1 Standard Automobile Policy for Prince Edward Island , Effective on or after October 1, 2015, https://www.princeedwardisland.ca/sites/default/files/publications/standard_owners_policy_-_s.p.f._no_1_for_accidents_occurring_on_or_after_october_1_2015.pdf

An Act to Amend the Insurance Act (No. 2), 2014, http://www.assembly.pe.ca/bills/pdf_chapter/64/4/chapter-36.pdf;

Office of Superintendent of Insurance – Bulletin: Automobile Insurance Minor Injury Cap – Annual Indexation, https://www.princeedwardisland.ca/sites/default/files/publications/automobile_inusrance_minor_injury_cap_index2019.pdf
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AUTO INSURANCE

Newfoundland
and Labrador

SECTION 2

as of January 1, 2019

MANDATORY MINIMUM THIRD-PARTY LIABILITY: 
$200,000 is available for any one accident; however, if a 
claim involving both bodily injury and property damage 
reaches this figure, payment for property damage will be 
capped at $20,000.

DIRECT COMPENSATION PROPERTY
DAMAGE REQUIRED? 
Not applicable.

MEDICAL PAYMENTS: 
(Optional to buy.) Up to $25,000/person; four-year time 

limit.

FUNERAL EXPENSE BENEFITS: 
(Optional to buy.) $1,000

DISABILITY INCOME BENEFITS:
(Optional to buy.) Maximum $140/week; 104 weeks for 
partial disability; lifetime for total disability; must be disabled 
for at least seven days to qualify; unpaid housekeeper $70/
week, maximum 12 weeks.

DEATH BENEFITS:
(Optional to buy.) Death within 180 days (or two years if 
continuously disabled prior to death); death of head of 
household $10,000, plus $1,000 to each dependent survivor 
after first; death of spouse $10,000; death of dependant $2,000.

IMPAIRMENT BENEFITS:
Not applicable.

RIGHT TO SUE FOR PAIN AND SUFFERING? 
Yes. Awards are subject to deductible of $2,500.

RIGHT TO SUE FOR ECONOMIC LOSS IN
EXCESS OF NO-FAULT BENEFITS? 
Yes.

ADMINISTRATION:
Private insurers.

Sources: Automobile Insurance Act, Chapter A-22, an Act Respecting Automobile Insurance,
http://assembly.nl.ca/Legislation/sr/statutes/a22.htm; 

Newfoundland & Labrador Standard Automobile Policy S.P.F. No.1 (not available online)

Quebec nwt pei yukonalberta nun

sask newf ont nb mbbc ns
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Yukon

SECTION 2

as of January 1, 2019

MANDATORY MINIMUM THIRD-PARTY LIABILITY: 
$200,000 is available for any one accident; however, if a 
claim involving both bodily injury and property damage 
reaches this figure, payment for property damage will be 
capped at $10,000.

DIRECT COMPENSATION PROPERTY
DAMAGE REQUIRED? 
Not applicable.

MEDICAL PAYMENTS: 
Up to $10,000/person; two-year time limit.

FUNERAL EXPENSE BENEFITS: 
$2,000

DISABILITY INCOME BENEFITS:
80% gross wages to maximum $300/week; 104 weeks for 
temporary or total disability; nothing is payable for the first 
seven days of disability; unpaid housekeeper $100/week, 

maximum 26 weeks.

DEATH BENEFITS:
Death any time after accident; death of head of household 
$10,000, plus $2,000 to each dependent survivor other than 
the first, and 1% of total principal sum to each dependant/
survivor after first, for 104 weeks; death of spouse of head of 
household $10,000; death of dependent relative, according to 
age, maximum $3,000.

IMPAIRMENT BENEFITS:
Not applicable.

RIGHT TO SUE FOR PAIN AND SUFFERING? 
Yes.

RIGHT TO SUE FOR ECONOMIC LOSS IN
EXCESS OF NO-FAULT BENEFITS? 
Yes.

ADMINISTRATION:
Private insurers.

Sources: Insurance Act, O.I.C. 1988/090, http://www.gov.yk.ca/legislation/regs/oic1988_090.pdf;

Yukon Territories Standard Automobile Policy S.P.F. No.1 (not available online)

Quebec nwt pei yukonalberta nun

sask newf ont nb mbbc ns
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AUTO INSURANCE

Northwest Territories
and Nunavut

SECTION 2

as of January 1, 2019

MANDATORY MINIMUM THIRD-PARTY LIABILITY: 
$200,000 is available for any one accident; however, if a 
claim involving both bodily injury and property damage 
reaches this figure, payment for property damage will be 

capped at $10,000.

DIRECT COMPENSATION PROPERTY
DAMAGE REQUIRED? 
Not applicable.

MEDICAL PAYMENTS: 
Up to $25,000/person; four-year time limit.

FUNERAL EXPENSE BENEFITS: 
$1,000

DISABILITY INCOME BENEFITS:
80% of gross weekly wages to maximum $140/week; 104 
weeks for temporary disability; lifetime for total disability; 
nothing is payable for the first seven days of disability; 
unpaid housekeeper $100/week, maximum 12 weeks.

DEATH BENEFITS:
Death within 180 days after accident (or two years if 
continuously disabled prior to death); death of head of 
household $10,000, plus $1,500 to single survivor or $2,500 to 
each survivor after first if more than one; death of spouse of 
head of household $10,000; death of dependant $2,000.

IMPAIRMENT BENEFITS:
Not applicable.

RIGHT TO SUE FOR PAIN AND SUFFERING? 
Yes.

RIGHT TO SUE FOR ECONOMIC LOSS IN
EXCESS OF NO-FAULT BENEFITS? 
Yes.

ADMINISTRATION:
Private insurers.

Sources: Northwest Territories Insurance Act, R.S.N.W.T. 1988, c.I-4,
https://www.justice.gov.nt.ca/en/files/legislation/insurance/insurance.a.pdf?t1455034045286; 

Northwest Territories Standard Automobile Policy S.P.F. No.1 (not available online);

Nunavut Insurance Act, R.S.N.W.T.1988, c.I-4,
https://www.gov.nu.ca/sites/default/files/files/Finance/Insurance/Insurance%20act%20as%20of%20Jan%2013%2C%202014.pdf

Nunavut Territories Standard Automobile Policy S.P.F. No.1 (not available online)

Quebec nwt pei yukonalberta nun

sask newf ont nb mbbc ns



COSTS OF CLAIMS FOR PRIVATE PASSENGER AUTO BY TYPE OF COVERAGE IN $000, 1993 TO 2017

THIRD-PARTY LIABILITY  
(INCLUDES DCPD  

WHERE APPLICABLE)

ACCIDENT 
BENEFITS

COLLISION COMPREHENSIVE OTHER TOTAL

1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017

 1,884,346 
 1,844,546 
 1,873,421 
 2,042,668 
 2,334,542 
 2,601,141 
 3,050,302 
 3,321,590 
 3,490,779 
 3,812,894 
 3,608,421 
 3,258,054 
 3,249,501 
 3,452,617 
 3,804,933 
 3,924,424 
 4,284,666 
 4,340,868 
 4,184,042 
 4,277,284 
 4,646,659
 4,862,526 
 5,458,162 
 5,615,994
5,542,318

 1,094,001 
 1,404,122 
 1,326,969 
 1,299,208 

 981,828 
 1,132,328 
 1,365,574 
 1,615,065 
 1,748,033 
 2,219,847 
 2,084,008 
 1,774,309 
 1,963,807 
 2,179,485 
 2,499,385 
 2,861,450 
 3,964,697 
 3,984,641 
 2,329,416 
 2,387,209 
 2,626,543 
 2,728,243 
 3,074,943 
 3,198,451
2,995,052 

 781,578 
 777,597 
 745,668 
 741,631 
 714,058 
 735,814 
 829,869 
 964,951 
 978,222 

 1,065,950 
 1,010,302 

 934,936 
 989,146 

 1,065,165 
 1,246,512 
 1,265,991 
 1,208,918 
 1,158,894 
 1,236,996 
 1,238,674 
 1,384,071 
 1,491,852 
 1,601,691 
 1,735,808
1,864,547 

 645,625 
 655,119 
 668,055 
 670,471 
 542,327 
 578,644 
 537,762 
 579,363 
 588,400 
 571,689 
 542,331 
 486,695 
 534,151 
 533,692 
 637,617 
 663,710 
 664,655 
 749,435 
 643,629 
 787,297 
 802,441 
 856,979 
 895,866 

 1,104,559
953,523 

 104,710 
 110,267 
 142,629 
 161,114 
 205,174 
 251,870 
 282,720 
 333,714 
 379,719 
 428,410 
 420,837 
 399,757 
 409,870 
 415,216 
 442,290 
 463,426 
 482,248 
 462,395 
 458,496 
 421,193 
 459,440 
 485,887 
 542,865 
 625,209
696,868 

 4,510,260 
 4,791,652 
 4,756,741 
 4,915,092 
 4,777,929 
 5,299,796 
 6,066,227 
 6,814,682 
 7,185,153 
 8,098,790 
 7,665,899 
 6,853,751 
 7,146,476 
 7,646,176 
 8,630,738 
 9,179,001 

 10,605,184 
 10,696,232 

 8,852,579 
 9,111,656 
 9,919,155 

 10,425,486 
 11,573,527 
 12,280,020
12,052,308 

Source: GISA Automobile Insurance Experience Exhibits
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Premiums and claims
Private insurers wrote auto insurance policies for a total of 

$25.0 billion in direct written premiums in 2018.

Automobile insurance premiums, like all insurance premiums, 

are determined based on risk. Insurers estimate how likely it 

is that a customer – and a group of customers with a similar 

set of circumstances – will make a claim, and how much those 

claims will likely cost in a given year. A number of factors help 

to determine car insurance premiums. These include where a 

customer lives, the type of vehicle the customer drives, how the 

vehicle is used, and the customer’s driving record and driver 

profile. (A driver profile includes the claims history of a group of 

customers of the same age, for example.)

In 2018, Canadian private P&C insurers paid out $18.2 billion 

in direct claims incurred to policyholders for all types of auto 

insurance coverage: third-party liability, accident benefits, 

collision and comprehensive, and other coverages. Third-

party liability claims payouts accounted for 46.6% of all 

direct claims incurred. The vast majority of claims – 83.8% – 

were for incidents involving private passenger vehicles.

A note about terminology: The following three tables show 

claims costs by accident year, which is how much insurers 

paid out regarding all incidents that occurred in that year 

(although in some instances claims arising from those 

incidents may be paid in future years).



AVERAGE COST ($) PER CLAIM BY TYPE OF COVERAGE FOR PRIVATE  
PASSENGER AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE, 2013 TO 2017

Third-party liability
Accident benefits
Collision
Comprehensive

12,637
24,420

5,679
2,786

12,717
25,608

5,805
2,952

13,787
26,861

6,056
3,041

14,023
26,158

6,512
3,385

13,234
23,629

6,656
3,284

2013TYPE OF COVERAGE 2014 2015 2016 2017

Source: 2017 GISA Automobile Insurance Experience Exhibits 

AVERAGE COST ($) PER INSURED VEHICLE BY TYPE OF COVERAGE  
FOR PRIVATE PASSENGER VEHICLES, 2013 TO 2017

2013TYPE OF COVERAGE 2014 2015 2016 2017

Third-party liability
Accident benefits
Collision
Comprehensive

429.95
243.52
184.77

93.89

441.26
247.92
193.76

98.05

485.12
273.71
202.33
100.24

488.14
278.27
214.31
121.80

472.86
255.54
227.69
104.54

Source: 2017 GISA Automobile Insurance Experience Exhibits 

PRIVATE PASSENGER AUTO INSURANCE CLAIMS, 2017

THIRD-PARTY LIABILITY
(INCLUDES DCPD WHERE APPLICABLE) 

ACCIDENT 
BENEFITS

COLLISION COMPREHENSIVE

Number of insured vehicles
Number of claims
Total cost of claims in $000

11,720,941
418,802

5,542,318

11,720,693
126,751

2,995,052

8,188,939
280,148

1,864,547

9,121,558
290,333
953,523

Source: 2017 GISA Automobile Insurance Experience Exhibits

COMMERCIAL AUTO INSURANCE CLAIMS, 2017

THIRD-PARTY LIABILITY
(INCLUDES DCPD WHERE APPLICABLE) 

ACCIDENT 
BENEFITS

COLLISION COMPREHENSIVE

Number of insured vehicles
Number of claims
Total cost of claims in $000

1,047,065
21,473

526,279

1,032,229
3,049

88,050

401,097
8,014

87,325

522,375
11,856
98,716

 
Source: 2017 GISA Automobile Insurance Experience Exhibits
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Average losses
Insurers track loss amounts in two ways. They calculate the 

average cost per claim (severity) and the average cost per 

insured vehicle (loss cost).

The average cost per claim is calculated by dividing the total 

cost of claims by the number of claims. In 2017, the national 

average cost per claim for private passenger auto insurance 

claims was $12,052,307,663 ÷ 1,206,728 = $9,988.

The average cost per insured vehicle is calculated by 

dividing the total cost of claims by the number of insured 

vehicles. In 2017, the national average cost per insured 

private passenger vehicle was $12,052,307,663 ÷ 11,720,941

= $1,028.27.
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Major issues – affordable, effective
auto insurance

In Canada, the provincial and territorial governments 

are responsible for most aspects of auto insurance. The 

P&C insurance industry works closely with governments 

to improve the auto insurance product and system for 

consumers.

Ontario: Ontario’s auto insurance sector is one of the most 

heavily regulated sectors in the province, but consumers 

are not benefiting. The province’s drivers pay more for 

auto insurance than drivers in every other province except 

British Columbia, which has a government-run system. 

In its April 2019 budget, Ontario’s government announced 

the Putting Drivers First multi-year strategy, which is 

designed to make auto insurance more affordable for 

drivers. The keystone of the strategy is focusing on providing 

care, not cash. This will be the default option when drivers 

are buying a policy, although they will be free to choose to 

purchase a cash settlement option. This approach means 

that insurers will pay for the treatment that injured collision 

victims need to help them recover, not for legal fees. 

The strategy includes several other initiatives to encourage 

greater competition in the auto insurance marketplace and 

improve the consumer experience. These strategies include 

introducing legislation to allow electronic commerce 

and communication between insurers and consumers; 

enabling electronic proof of insurance; and simplifying 

insurance forms, policies and other documents to make it 

easier for consumers to understand what they are buying.

Overall, Putting Drivers First will give Ontario drivers greater 

choice in their coverage and better control over how much 

they pay for auto insurance. 

Atlantic Canada: IBC and the industry are vigilantly 

monitoring the auto insurance systems in Atlantic Canada, 

and working to brief each government with accurate 

information on the state of auto insurance, to ensure that 

it strikes a balance between adequate benefits for those 

making claims and affordable premiums for drivers. 

Auto insurance premiums in Newfoundland and Labrador 

are 37% higher, on average, than those in the other Atlantic 

provinces. This is partly due to bodily injury claims costs, 

which are the highest in Canada. In an effort to contribute to 

the solution, IBC has made a number of recommendations.

In January 2019, the provincial government released the 

rate regulator’s report that summarized its findings from the 

2018 auto insurance review, in which IBC fully participated. 

The report found that insurers are in a precarious position in 

Newfoundland and Labrador, and that the introduction of a 

cap on pain and suffering awards for minor injury claimants, 

one of IBC’s recommendations, would do the most to 

reduce claims costs. The report also expressed support for 

IBC’s other recommendations, such as doubling the amount 

of accident benefits coverage available and introducing 

pre-approved treatment protocols for certain injuries.

IBC continues to meet with the Newfoundland and Labrador 

government to encourage change to the auto insurance 

system. 

In Nova Scotia, IBC is advancing its members’ positions 

in the mandated review of auto insurance. The review 

officially began in February 2019 with the Superintendent 

of Insurance’s approval of IBC’s closed claims study 

methodology. The government has indicated that an 

assessment of the rate regulation regime will be a priority 

during the review, in addition to a review of bodily injury 

claims costs through the closed claims study.  

In New Brunswick, insurance claims costs have begun to 

increase after years of stability. The combination of low 

premiums and rising claims cannot continue over the long 

term. P&C insurers are examining the factors contributing to 

these rising claims costs and working with the government 

to maintain a sustainable, competitive market. Key in 

the discussions is a review of the rate regulation system. 

Additionally, New Brunswick has started a process to rewrite 

the Insurance Act. IBC has had initial discussions with the 

Superintendent’s office on this project and has received 

confirmation that it will be consulted throughout the 

project.
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British Columbia: In British Columbia the industry continues 

to advocate for greater involvement of private insurers in 

the auto insurance market. With government-run insurance 

companies, drivers are unable to shop around to find 

a product that best meets their needs, and customer 

satisfaction with government-run insurers is typically well 

below the private industry average. 

IBC and the P&C insurance industry continue to engage with 

the government and opposition parties, as well as external 

stakeholders and the media, on the benefits of increased 

competition. 

In British Columbia, Insurance Corporation of British 

Columbia’s (ICBC’s) annual premiums have risen to an 

average of $1,680 (2017), the highest in Canada. Despite 

paying higher insurance premiums than in other provinces, 

British Columbia consumers do not receive more when they 

make a claim. The average injury claim in British Columbia 

was $50,658 in 2017 and, for example, was $50,924 in Ontario. 

Despite its high premiums, ICBC premiums do not cover its 

claims costs and the Crown corporation ran a $1.18 billion 

operating loss in its most recent fiscal year. 

To address ICBC’s financial challenges, a $5,500 cap on pain 

and suffering awards for those with minor injuries following 

auto accidents was introduced in the province on April 1, 

2019. ICBC projects that this and other reforms will save the 

corporation $1.2 billion annually in the years ahead. In an 

effort to return to solvency, ICBC will also increase premium 

revenues by up to $1.74 billion annually over the next three 

years. Factoring in the growth in the number of vehicles 

insured, this represents a premium increase of 25% for the 

average driver over the next three years, beginning with a 

6.3% rate increase in basic auto insurance premiums starting 

April 1, 2019. 

A January 2018 report commissioned by IBC and authored 

by consulting firm MNP found that opening ICBC to 

competition could save British Columbia drivers up to $325 

a year. In January 2019, IBC partnered on an attitude survey 

that found that 82% of British Columbians want choice 

and competition in auto insurance. A March 2019 report 

commissioned by IBC and authored by MNP found that 

the changes to BC’s auto insurance system on April 1, 2019, 

make it substantially similar to that of Alberta, except that 

BC drivers pay up to 60% more for auto insurance than their 

neighbours in Alberta.

Alberta: In Alberta, court decisions in 2012 and 2015 

weakened the effectiveness of the minor injury pain and 

suffering damages cap, and this has led to an increase of 

almost 10% per year in claims costs. Industry losses are at 

their highest levels in nearly two decades. Insurers are 

paying out an average of $1.30 for every $1.00 they are 

charging in premium. 

To make a dire situation worse, the government extended 

its arbitrary annual 5% rate cap on private passenger vehicle 

rate increases until August 31, 2019. This is an untenable 

situation that could cost the industry over $600 million in 

2019 alone. Consumers have started to feel the effects of 

the rate cap and rising claims costs through fewer non-

mandatory coverage options and less choice and availability.

Major issues – crime and auto theft 
Auto insurance crime increases insurers’ claims costs, and 

this drives up premiums for consumers. IBC has several 

initiatives to combat insurance crime, including a toll-free 

insurance TIPS Line that allows consumers to anonymously 

report fraud.

In Ontario, it’s estimated that auto insurance fraud costs 

consumers up to $236 per year per policy, and the province 

is stepping up its fight against fraud by opening a Serious 

Fraud Office (SFO). Also, fraud deterrence is a mandate of 

Ontario’s Financial Services Regulatory Authority (FSRA), 

which will be operational by June 2019.

Auto theft defies jurisdictional, political, geographical and 

administrative boundaries, so the industry combats auto 

theft using multiple partners. IBC collaborated with eight 

Ontario police agencies, Canada Border Services Agency, 

the U.S. Department of Homeland Security and the U.S. 

Drug Enforcement Administration on an investigation that 

led to the August 2018 arrest of 10 individuals in Ontario, 

who are facing a total of 80 criminal charges.

IBC continues to foster relationships with the law 

enforcement community nationally and with the National 

Insurance Crime Bureau in the United States and the 

Insurance Fraud Bureau in the U.K., to raise awareness of 

insurance crimes, as well as auto and cargo thefts.



2018 TOP 10 STOLEN
VEHICLES IN CANADA

  1        2007 Ford F350 SD 4WD PU
  2        2006 Ford F350 SD 4WD PU
  3        2005 Ford F350 SD 4WD PU
  4        2004 Ford F350 SD 4WD PU
  5        2003 Ford F350 SD 4WD PU
  6        2006 Ford F250 SD 4WD PU
  7        2001 Ford F350 SD 4WD PU
  8        2000 Ford F250 SD 4WD PU
  9        2015 Lexus GX460 4DR AWD SUV
10        2001 Ford F250 SD 4WD PU

RANK MODEL
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Government policy influence: IBC’s government relations 

work may hold the greatest promise for meaningful impact 

on fraud suppression.  

Throughout 2018, IBC, along with industry representatives, 

met with Ontario’s SFO, FSRA, and the Financial Services 

Commission of Ontario to seek clarification on these 

regulators’ fraud mandate and to raise awareness of 

insurance fraud and ways to combat it. Discussions focused 

on use of industry data, facilitating information exchange 

and enhancing existing engagement processes to the 

common benefit. Submissions to stakeholders were put 

forward with recommendations on jurisdictional best 

practices for fraud detection, prevention and suppression. 

In late 2018, IBC established a joint working group consisting 

of its members and IBC representatives, along with the SFO 

and Ministry of the Attorney General. The purpose of the 

working group is to discuss, analyze and suggest possible 

solutions to barriers that prevent data-sharing between 

insurers and law enforcement agencies.

Industry coordination: IBC continues to work with its 

members to foster a strong working relationship with a 

focus on industry coordination, intelligence sharing and 

cross-insurer joint investigations facilitated through IBC’s 

Coordination service. The goals of this service are to facilitate 

strong cross-insurer coordination, identify best practices 

to assist insurers in the identification and deterrence of 

potentially fraudulent providers, and take tangible actions 

to reduce frauds that affect more than one member. 

Vehicle theft: Strides the industry made in 2018 include:

• Recovering 1,200 stolen vehicles with an estimated

  cash value of $23 million

• Intercepting vehicles intended for illegal export at

  the Halifax and Montreal ports.

In 2017 in Canada, 85,000 vehicles were reported stolen, 

representing a 6% increase in auto theft over 2016. In 

Atlantic Canada, thieves targeted the Nissan Maxima sports 

sedan; in Ontario, they most often stole high-end SUVs 

and trucks. To inform consumers about vehicles that are 

potential targets, IBC publishes an annual list of the top 10 

most frequently stolen vehicles.

Public education and outreach: In 2018, IBC’s Investigative 

Services reached 1,027,250 Canadians through Facebook 

ads and posts, as well as 1,550 Twitter mentions with 

11 million impressions. IBC also reaches Canadians with 

information on fraud prevention through its website, ibc.ca.

Major issues – road safety 
For decades, IBC and its members have worked in 

partnership with organizations and governments on road 

safety projects.

In October 2018, recreational cannabis became legal, 

increasing the potential for cannabis-related impaired 

driving. Several studies have demonstrated that drivers 

with tetrahydrocannabinol (cannabis’ main psychoactive 

ingredient) in their blood were twice as likely to be involved 

in a collision resulting in serious injury or death.

Also last October, IBC kicked off its consumer education 

campaign on the risks of cannabis-impaired driving. In 

addition, IBC worked with government officials across 

Canada to urge them to continue investing in public 

education efforts that emphasize the risks associated with 

cannabis-impaired driving. It also urged the government 

to increase training for frontline law enforcement officers 

and provide appropriate tools so they can get cannabis-

impaired drivers off the roads. 
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Major issues – adapting to
technological innovation

IBC and insurers have had important discussions with 

several provincial governments and regulators on the need 

to allow the industry to innovate and introduce products 

and services that meet consumer needs and expectations 

and accommodate their ever-evolving online habits. But the 

pace of regulatory changes has failed to match the speed 

of technological changes, preventing insurers from being 

able to harness the full potential of available technology. 

Governments need to modernize insurance laws so that 

insurers can put customers’ needs first. 

In February 2018, IBC launched its Insurance InnovatiON  

campaign to raise awareness of the regulatory barriers 

that prevent Ontario consumers from accessing the kinds 

of innovative products and services available in other 

jurisdictions, such as access to electronic proof of automobile 

insurance (EPAI). Currently, nearly every provincial regulator 

requires insurers to print proof of auto insurance cards and 

mail them to customers. In early 2018, the Canadian Council 

of Insurance Regulators (CCIR) publicly endorsed that EPAI 

be made available across Canada; Nova Scotia became the 

first province to give consumers the option to receive their 

proof of insurance electronically.

In November 2018, the Ontario government announced a 

review of how auto insurance rates are regulated. FSRA has 

established a time-limited Rate Regulation Advisory Group 

(the RRAG) to provide industry insight on its proposed 

approach to streamlining the auto insurance rate regulation 

filing process within the existing framework, and based on 

a principled approach. After FSRA has been launched, the 

Advisory Group format will provide a mechanism for further 

consultation and collaboration with industry, consumers 

and other stakeholders on auto insurance rate regulation. 

IBC will continue to monitor this work closely.

Major issues – automated vehicles 

The P&C insurance industry is also exploring the implications 

of automated vehicles and the best way to protect 

consumers. Today’s vehicle liability coverage is based on 

human error. Tomorrow’s collisions will more likely be 

caused by product malfunction, which could make certain 

types of claims longer to process and more expensive to 

settle. Although injured individuals will be able to receive 

accident benefits as they do now, those with a tort claim 

could have to wait significantly longer to be compensated 

than a plaintiff in a conventional vehicle collision case today. 

After a two-year study by auto insurance experts who 

consulted with a panel of legal advisors, IBC released its 

position paper Auto Insurance for Automated Vehicles: 
Preparing for the Future of Mobility in November 2018. The 

paper recommends:

• Establishing a single insurance policy that covers driver

  negligence and automated technology malfunctions to

  facilitate liability claims

• Establishing a legislated data-sharing arrangement

  between vehicle manufacturers and vehicle owners and/

  or insurers to help determine the cause of the collision

• Updating the federal vehicle safety standards to address

  new technology and cyber security standards.

Several major auto manufacturers expect to have automated 

vehicles available for purchase in the early 2020s. IBC is 

asking governments across the country to update relevant 

legislation.

http://www.multivu.com/players/English/8269051-ibc-insurance-innovation/
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Unlike auto insurance, the purchase of home or 
personal property insurance is not mandated 
by law. However, it provides coverage for an 
individual’s single largest investment – a home. 
In fact, most banks and mortgage holders require 
proof of insurance on property as security for the 
loan or mortgage.

As the second-largest line of P&C business after auto 

insurance, home or personal property insurance includes 

home, condominium, cottage, mobile home and tenant’s 

insurance. It covers the property, personal belongings and 

personal liability of the policyholder and the policyholder’s 

spouse or partner, children (with age limits) and dependants 

(with age and other limits).

As with all insurance premiums, insurers consider a number 

of risk factors to determine the price they charge an 

individual for home insurance. For example, insurers look 

at the neighbourhood and the frequency and types of past 

claims in that area; the cost to replace a home’s contents and 

restore a home to its previous condition; the condition and 

age of the roof; the type of heating, electrical and plumbing 

systems; and details about any additional structures on the 

property.

Insurers analyze these risks to estimate how likely it is that 

a policyholder, or a group of people with a similar set of 

circumstances, will make a claim and how much that claim 

will cost.

Types of coverage

Home insurance generally covers a homeowner’s residential 

building, outbuildings, contents, additional living expenses (if 

an insured event damages the home so that it is uninhabitable 

during the repairs) and personal liability. Tenant’s insurance 

generally covers loss or damage to personal belongings, 

additional living expenses and personal liability.

There are various types of policies:

• An all-perils policy provides coverage for a home and

  its contents from loss or damage from all perils except

  those specifically excluded. A peril is a chance event that

  is unexpected and accidental. Some perils are excluded

  from all-perils policies – for example, earthquakes.

  Coverage for this peril may be purchased as a policy

  add-on. Optional coverage for the peril of overland

  flooding has become more widely available for

  homeowner’s insurance policies in the last three years.

  In 2015, some insurers began offering this coverage and,

  since then, others have entered the market.

• A broad-form policy provides coverage for a home from

  loss or damage from all perils except those specifically

  excluded, but only insures the contents against perils

  that are specifically named in the policy.

• A standard, basic or named perils policy provides

  coverage for a home and its contents against perils

  specifically named in the policy.

• A no-frills policy provides very basic coverage for

  properties that do not meet an insurer’s normal

  underwriting standards.

Premiums and claims

In 2018, private P&C insurers wrote $13.2 billion in direct written 

premiums for personal property insurance and paid out 

$7.8 billion for direct claims incurred.
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Major issues – creating more resilient 
communities

In Canada, insurers are seeing the impacts of severe 

weather events that result in more flooding and water 

damage to homes and businesses. Over the 25-year period 

prior to 2009, insured losses from catastrophic severe 

weather events such as floods, ice storms, hurricanes and 

tornadoes averaged $400 million a year. Since 2009, they 

have averaged $1.4 billion a year. 

Building resilience and adapting to the effects of severe 

weather involves all of us – individuals, governments and 

private insurers – working together. 

Adapting to make our communities more resilient is not a 

future proposition – we are seeing the impact on our homes 

and businesses now. To adapt to these changing risks, 

Canada needs to build a culture of disaster risk reduction 

that resonates with consumers and engages businesses, 

institutions and all levels of government.

Canada needs to invest in community flood mitigation, 

including natural infrastructure, as well as revisit building 

code provisions and improve land-use planning. 

Homeowners also have a role to play in reducing their 

own risk, and IBC makes it a priority to share information 

with consumers about ways they can better protect their 

property.

Major issues – flood coverage

The past several years have been marked by intense 

rainfall events across the country that have overwhelmed 

municipal sewer and stormwater infrastructure. When 

that happens, basements flood, valuable possessions are 

destroyed and people’s lives are turned upside down. 

The risk posed by water is a particular challenge for 

governments, the insurance industry and consumers. We 

all need to work together to address these risks.

Several P&C insurers started offering new products that 

cover residential overland flooding in 2015, and market 

uptake is increasing. IBC is also working with federal and 

provincial governments, as well as organizations focused 

on flood-related issues, to advance a whole-of-society 

approach to reduce flood risk for Canadians. 

For example, IBC sits on the National Advisory Council on 

Flooding and co-chairs a working group on the financial 

management of flood with Public Safety Canada. They will 

be providing options to federal, provincial and territorial 

ministers for managing the financial costs of flooding on 

high-risk properties. In January 2019, the working group 

reported to the ministers and was invited to continue 

working with federal, provincial and territorial officials, 

through the Advisory Council on Flooding, to finalize the 

analysis. 

A call to action

The insurance industry and governments can reduce flood 

risks by taking the following steps:

• Educate and empower consumers to mitigate. Both the

  industry and governments have a role to play in educating

  citizens about the risks associated with floods and the

  measures they can take to better protect themselves. The

  insurance industry will continue to invest in consumer

  education to improve awareness of flood risks.

• Improve land-use planning. Zoning restrictions that

  prevent building on flood plains will reduce future losses.

  Following flood events, governments and insurers need

  to work together to support those affected. 

• Make targeted infrastructure investments. Infrastructure

  spending should be directed to include projects that

  increase resiliency to flooding, including repairing and

  upgrading sewer and stormwater systems and creating

  new flood defences. 

• Improve building codes. Resiliency measures should be

  added to building codes and code objectives should be

  updated to include resiliency to ensure that homes are

  better prepared to withstand extreme events.

• Share data. Provincial and municipal governments can

  collaborate with insurance and modelling companies

  and other stakeholders to improve access to up-to-date

  geospatial data about flood defences, which will improve

  risk models and aid insurers in better measuring risk and

  appropriately pricing flood insurance.

• Preserve and restore wetlands. Natural infrastructure

  has a role to play in reducing flood damage. At the local

  community or watershed level, or as a part of new models

  being developed to fund needed infrastructure, natural

  infrastructure deserves to be a part of every discussion

  on flood mitigation.
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Major issues – earthquakes

In Canada, an average of 4,000 earthquakes are recorded 

each year. British Columbia and the Ontario/Quebec region 

are each densely populated areas located in active seismic 

zones. Earthquake damage is a peril that is not normally 

covered by a home insurance policy, although fire following 

an earthquake is covered. Optional earthquake coverage 

may be purchased separately as an endorsement, and it 

may be subject to a higher deductible than coverage for 

other perils. In addition, flood, tsunamis and dam breaks are 

typically not covered under optional earthquake coverage. 

Purchasing earthquake insurance should be a key element 

of financial security for residents of Canada’s earthquake-

prone areas. Currently, earthquake insurance uptake is 

about 65% in British Columbia, but it is about 3% in Quebec, 

even though Canada’s seismic hazard maps show that parts 

of Quebec are considered earthquake risk zones.  

IBC and the P&C insurance industry continue to take a 

leadership approach in furthering the dialogue on Canada’s 

earthquake risk in both of Canada’s active seismic zones.

IBC continues to sponsor the annual Great British Columbia 

ShakeOut earthquake drill. The British Columbia ShakeOut 

event, which launched in 2011, set a new record in 2018, 

with nearly 913,000 British Columbians taking part, joining 

millions around the world. 

In 2013, IBC helped launch the Great Quebec ShakeOut 

and has been a primary sponsor of the earthquake drill 

event in Quebec for the last five years. IBC and P&C 

insurers have led these and other initiatives with the 

goal of increasing consumer and government awareness 

of the risk of an earthquake in Quebec and its potential 

impact on the economy. In Quebec, the population is 

generally not well informed about earthquake risk. An IBC 

survey found that 25% of policyholders in the province 

believed they were covered for an earthquake, when in 

fact only about 3% actually were.

Through IBC, the P&C insurance industry also promotes a 

culture of preparedness by advocating with governments 

for increased earthquake readiness and consumer 

education about earthquake risk.
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Operating a business comes with an element of risk 
and unpredictability. Businesses, including non-profit 
organizations such as charities, buy insurance as 
part of an effective risk management plan. In larger 
enterprises, risk managers evaluate any perils to the 
business, implement programs to reduce and manage 
those dangers, and buy insurance to backstop 
remaining exposures.

Smaller businesses without the benefit of risk managers depend 

more on the advice of insurance representatives to identify risks 

and help them choose the appropriate insurance to guard against 

potential losses.

Much like any other business, home-based businesses require 

coverage for possible business-related losses. For example, a 

home-based business owner may require commercial liability 

coverage since business risks may not be covered by the liability 

section of their home insurance policy.

Types of coverage

There are various types of business insurance policies:

• Commercial general liability covers a business and its

  employees for actions against them that result in bodily injury,

  property damage, personal injury, advertising injury, tenant’s

  legal liability and other types of loss or damage to third parties.

• Commercial property insurance is designed to protect the

  physical assets of a business against loss or damage from a

  broad range of causes. Physical assets include:

- Equipment

- Inventory and supplies

- Office furniture and fixtures

- Computers and electronics

- Personal property of employees while on-site

- Customer property at the business site

- Lighting systems

- Windows

- Outdoor signs.

• Directors’ and officers’ liability insurance covers directors

  and officers of organizations for actual or alleged errors,

  breach of duty, errors or omissions, misleading statements

  and neglect in carrying out their responsibilities for

  the organization.

• Errors and omissions or professional liability insurance
  covers individuals and organizations who give professional

  advice (for example, consultants and financial planners). It

  protects them if clients claim damages as a result of

  inaccurate advice, misrepresentation, negligence, or

  violation of good faith and fair dealing.

• Business interruption insurance can cover against lost

  earnings during the period of a shutdown due to an event

  such as a fire or explosion. It can cover the time the business

  needs to resume profitability. Some business owners buy

  additional insurance to cover extra operating expenses – for

  example, a new telephone system, extra advertising costs,

  rentals and moving costs – if the business must carry on

  at another location or outsource work during the shutdown.

Premiums and claims

In 2018, private P&C insurers wrote $8.8 billion in direct written 

premiums for commercial property insurance and paid out 

$6.5 billion in direct claims incurred.

Also in 2018, private P&C insurers wrote $6.6 billion in direct 

written premiums for commercial liability insurance and paid 

out $3.7 billion in direct claims incurred.
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Major issues – cyber liability 

A cyber attack can be fatal to businesses.

Commercial cyber security coverage is one of the fastest 

growing insurance markets. To understand and prepare for 

the costs associated with the risks they are covering, insurers 

require better information on the costs of cyber attacks and 

the effectiveness of security strategies designed to prevent or 

minimize loss. This data is not widely available for the majority 

of cyber events due to a lack of reporting.

While the federal government is implementing mandatory 

reporting for breach incidents in which personal information 

has been lost or stolen, P&C insurers and their customers 

would benefit from disclosure on a wider spectrum of cyber 

incidents. Greater public-private collaboration will be required 

to increase the availability of data on cyber incidents and 

address the uncertainty associated with underwriting cyber 

risk. For example, a report by the Organisation for Economic 

Co-operation and Development recommends establishing 

incident repositories to improve the availability of data. It 

also recommends introducing legal protection to encourage 

businesses to share information about cyber incidents.

Protecting Canadians from the risks related to growing cyber 

threats necessitates a coordinated response from governments 

and stakeholders, including the insurance industry. 

Major issues – cargo theft

At the request of its members, IBC launched a national cargo 

theft reporting program in 2014 in partnership with P&C 

insurers, law enforcement agencies, the trucking industry, 

retailers and manufacturers. As part of the program, IBC 

sends out cargo theft alerts to help members and industry 

partners identify trends, which helps prevent thefts and lead 

investigators to recover more stolen cargo shipments. Since 

the program began, its accomplishments have multiplied.

• In 2018, it sent more than 2,161 alerts about truck,

  trailer, cargo and heavy equipment losses to members

  and industry partners, a 32% increase over the number

  of alerts sent in 2017.

• IBC helped execute 19 cargo-related search warrants

  in 2018.

• The program resulted in the recovery of 312 stolen

  cargo shipments in 2018, up from 223 recoveries

  in 2017.

• The annual value of recovered stolen cargo has grown

  from $270,000 in 2014 to $22.5 million in 2018.

Contributing to the program’s success is its growing 

databank that allows IBC to alert insurers of emerging cargo 

theft patterns.

Major issues – preparing for natural 
catastrophes and severe weather

Large catastrophic events can have a profoundly negative 

impact on businesses, as was seen in Fort McMurray, Alberta. 

The wildfires, though, had less of an impact on the organizations 

that had business insurance. The city’s businesses filed about 

5,000 insurance claims, averaging $285,000 per claim.

Business risk is increasing due to the increase in frequency 

and severity of extreme weather. This includes supply chain 

disruptions and business interruptions caused by disasters. 

This risk is significant enough that the Canadian Securities 

Administrators are considering introducing requirements that 

publicly traded companies disclose their exposure to climate 

risk as part of their annual filings.

IBC partnered with the Calgary Chamber of Commerce to 

develop the Business Continuity Diagnostic, a free online 

resource to help small and medium-sized businesses prepare 

for a disaster. Released in October 2018, it is available to business 

owners across the country through their local chamber of 

commerce. 




